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1. [AFRICA] [EXPLORATION] Exploration and travel in Africa
in the late 1800s
Through the Dark Continent, or The Sources of the Nile,
Around the Great Lakes of Equatorial Africa and Down the
Livingstone River to the Atlantic Ocean. Stanley, Henry
M. New York: Harper & Brothers, 1878. [First American
edition]. Volume 1 only of 2 Volumes. Pictorial hardcover,
522 pages. With a large 25x34 inch map of Equatorial Africa
in pocket at the rear. Overall, good condition: cover clean
and bright, book is tightly bound, first free endpaper starting
to detach. The large foldout map has splits along the folds.
In 1874 Stanley was dispatched to Africa to complete the
discoveries of Speke, Burton and Livingstone to search for
the source of the Nile, to solve other geographical questions
of Central Africa and to report upon the "haunts of the slave traders." With 10 maps and 150
woodcuts. $85

2. [AUSTRALIA] A vivid picture of Australia in the early 1900s
Australian Life in Town and Country. Buley, E. C. New York: G.
P. Putnam's Sons, 1905. Pictorial hardcover, 288 pages. First
edition. Very good condition, spine very lightly faded.
Contents include country and climate, station work, wallabies,
state socialism, women, social life, Aborigines and more. With
15 photographs, including a frontispiece showing hydraulic
mining - the Wallon bore, plus Mount Victoria Pass, a miner's
hut in Lithgow Valley, road scene on the Camberwarra
Mountain Shoalhaven district, sluicing for gold at Freshwater,
Hannan Street in Kalgoorlic in 1895, and others. SOLD

3. [BURMA] [WORLD WAR II] An adventure classic in the
Burma jungle, signed by Lowell Thomas
Back to Mandalay. Thomas, Lowell. New York: Greystone
Press, 1951. [First edition]. Signed by Thomas twice once with a dedication on the first title page and another
time on the blank end paper. Hardcover, original dust
jacket, which has been nicely reinforced with tape on the
inside folds, dust jacket is not torn, just reinforced. 320
pages.
From the dust jacket: "The exploits of General
Orde Wingate, fabulous guerilla fighter and
the gallant American Air Commandos, who
fought a strange, new kind of war in the
impenetrable jungles of Burma...the first allairborne invasion in history." Scores of photographic
illustrations including a frontispiece showing General
Wingate with Phil Cochran (a young fighter pilot) and Colonel John Alison. Two-color map on
the endpapers. $25

4. [CHINA] [SHANGHAI] [MISSIONARY] Two 1920s letters from an American Presbyterian
missionary stationed in Shanghai, China
Two one-page typescript letters, with original
envelopes, written by noted missionary to China
Reverend H. G. C. Hallock. One dated January 24,
1925 and one dated February 15, 1929. Envelopes
have return address of Shanghai, China. One hand
signed and one with typescript signature. Both
very good condition.
Henry Galloway Comingo Hallock (1870-1951)
was a graduate of Princeton Theological Seminary
(1893-96) and Presbyterian missionary in China for almost 50 years. He took a post in China
immediately after graduation and later became involved in independent missionary work and
teaching in the theology department at the University of China, Chenju, Shanghai from 1925-27.
He was fluent in Chinese, translated Christian material into Chinese, and published Hallock’s
Chinese Almanac, which answered questions for Chinese about religious matters. The letters
are part of an ongoing campaign to solicit donations. Both letters describe Chinese New Year
festivities and customs, including dragon parades, firecrackers, gambling, and the holiday’s
connection with money. The 1929 letter notes that the Nationalist Government tried to
suppress New Year celebrations but could not. Interesting impressions from this well-known
missionary, particularly about a perceived Chinese preoccupation with money. $135

5. [CHINA] [SHANGHAI] [MISSIONARY] Photographs of a Shanghai missionary school 1929-35
Album of original photographs. 6.5x10 inch
decorative album, silk cord-tied grey boards with
a stenciled floral design on the front. Housed in
an 8x11 inch custom clamshell case with
Morocco leather label and gilt titles on the spine
of the case stating “Far Eastern Academy Photo
Album Shanghai China ca. 1929-35. Moire silk
liners. Album has 21 pages with photographs
affixed to both sides of the pages, 51 original
photographs, most with captions, and three
postcards. The photographs range from 5x8
inches (7) to 5.5X3.5 (16) to 2.5x1.5 (19).
Excellent condition.

Harry Heman Morse (b. January 20, 1895 Battle Creek,
MI) and his wife Alice Miller Morse (born May 27, 1897
Laura, OH) arrived in Shanghai on August 25, 1927 on
the S. S. Korea-Maru, where they took on duties at the
Far Eastern Academy. The school had been established
in 1925 by the Seventh Day Adventist Mission of
Singapore; both Morse and his wife were church
members. The school was located at 32 Ningkuo Road. It taught grades 1-12 both boarding
and resident students, particularly children of Seventh Day Adventist missionaries. Morse was
principal of the school and a science and math instructor, and his wife was the matron and an
instructor. Their US home appears to have been Bell, CA.
A formal portrait of the Morses, as well as three postcards of ocean liners (S. S. Sphinx, N.Y.K.’s
M. S. Heian Maru and another that is unmarked and may be the S. S. Korea-Maru) are at the
front of the album, as well as images of the Shanghai skyline. For the 1930-31 school year
enrollment was 44 students – 26 residents and 18 boarders from all over Asia. In addition to

the Morses, the faculty included Chas. Larsen, Mrs. Ora R. Williams, Miss Florence Numbers and
Miss Lillian Anderson (who was apparently the sister of one of the students, Charles Anderson).
A list of the students for that year is available. In addition to normal school activities there was
a printing and woodworking shop which provided work and pocket money for four to six boys.
In the late 1930s, due to political unrest, the school moved its operations to Castle Peak, New
Territories, Hong Kong, and in 1939 returned to Shanghai – but it seems the school closed not
long after.
Harry Morse’s last position in the Far Eastern Division was secretary-treasurer of the South
China Island Union in Hong Kong; he retired to Pebble Beach, CA in the 1960s. A 1952 article in
Ministry magazine shows Morse was in Hong Kong in 1952 where he participated in an “open
air meeting” during which the evangelists preached on the street using a packing box, a
megaphone, a violinist and a round of “Onward Christian Soldiers.” They drew a crowd of 600.
The album’s images show the faculty, staff, and students in groups and portraits, school
buildings, and activities as well as seven images showing fire or bombing destruction, including
one that appears to be a bunker built into a hillside. These may show damage from the SinoJapanese War which was going on in Shanghai in 1932. Individual images include the faculty
and student body 1929-30 and 1930-31; the “home group” in 1929-30, 1930-31 and 1931-32;
separate groupings of boys and girls for 1931-1932; Thanksgiving dinner in 1929; several
groups of students in front of the school building; students playing in the snow and making
snowmen in front of the school building; the chapel waterworks; and Christmas vacation at
Chiao Tou Djen (Qiaotouzhen), an Adventist training institute that was located halfway between
Shanghai and Nanjing where Adventist youth were trained to serve the China mission field.
Other images show a youth hunting party, sports activities, students at leisure, and formal
portraits of students (several signed, presumably by students). One believed to be of Janet
Wood whose brother Kenneth was also at the school, and one of Charles Anderson. Also
affixed to one of the pages is a transport ticket ($2) issued by the Shanghai city government on
27 November 1930. SOLD

6. [CHINA] [TIBET] {MISSIONARY] Adventures of a
missionary in Tibet and China
The Yangtze and the Yak. Duncan, Marion
H. Alexandria, VA: Author, 1952. Hardcover, 353 pages.
Signed by Duncan with an inscription. Excellent
condition.
The author spent 15 years in Tibet, where
he was a missionary, and he traveled
extensively there and into China. The
narrative of the book centers on the
eastern Tibetan highlands (Batang) and
through the Yangtze Gorges of China. The
routes discussed were traveled numerous
times, and the author relates the most outstanding
incidents of the trips. which were both adventurous and
dangerous. Travel in some instances was by sedan chair and over high mountain passes, visiting
hospitals and mission houses, along with his family. Many photographic
illustrations. Attractive hardcover, with bright silver-gilt illustration of a yak and the Yangtze
River and silver-gilt titles. Maps on the endpapers showing the routes traveled. Interesting,
attractive volume. $40

7. [COOKING] [CALIFORNIA] 1927 Recipes used in the dining
room of the Los Angeles Women’s Athletic Club
The Old Vanity Fair Tea Room Recipes, Gathered from Near and
Far. Chamberlain, Caro. Los Angeles: Carl Bundy Quill & Pres,
1927. Decorative hardcover, 5.25 x 8 inches, 160 pages, with
pages to insert one's own recipes – two recipes have been pasted
to one of those blank pages, with offsetting to the opposing
page. Very good condition. Uncommon.
The recipes in the book were used in the dining room of the
Women's Athletic Club of Los Angeles, California. From hors
d'oeuvres to cocktails, soups, entrees, salads, and desserts. No
illustrations. SOLD

8. [COUNTERCULTURE LITERATURE] [NORTHWEST] Three issues of a Northwest
counterculture literary magazine
The Temple/El Tiemplo. Potts, Charles,
publisher. Walla Walla, WA: Tsunami
Publications: 1998, Summer 2000 and
2001. Wraps, staple bound, 7x10 inches.
Good condition.
Charles Potts is an American counterculture poet who moved to Walla Walla in
the 1980s; prior to that he made his name
in the counter-culture atmosphere of
Berkeley, California. He founded The
Temple, which is a journal of contemporary
poetry and offbeat literature.
Some photographic illustrations. $30

9. [ENGLISH LITERATURE] Famous passages from English literature 1766
English Miscellanies Consisting of Various Pieces of Divinity,
Philosophy, Morals, Politicks and History, As Likewise of Some Choice
Poems Collected out of Some of the Most Approved Authors in the
English Tongue. Tompson, John. Vol ii. Goettingen: Abram
Vandenhoeck, 1766. Fourth edition. Hardcover bound in full leather
with 5 raised bands and gilt titles on the spine. Very good condition,
nick to leather top left of cover.
Passages of poetry, drama and essays by some of the greats:
Addison, Locke, Milton, Dryden and others. Two passages out of
Milton’s Paradise Lost. Handsome volume. SOLD

10. [HIKING] {NEW HAMPSHIRE] [RPPC] Hiking
adventures in the White Mountains of New
Hampshire 1933-35
Collection of 22 real photo postcards, postmarked
from 1933-1935. Seventeen of the postcards carry
handwritten accounts, and four are blank. All very
good.
The seventeen cards were written from Elizabeth
Sloane (b. 1902) to her mother Mrs. B. (Bertha) H.
Sloane. One postcard, dated 1936, was sent to
Theodore E. Stevenson by C. Sharps, the hut master,
confirming a reservation for the pair in August. Very
good condition.
In 1930 Elizabeth Sloane was a clerk at a college in
Massachusetts. Her companion on most of the hikes
was Theodore, an attorney, who lived in Boston
during the 1930s. One of the earlier cards, from
1933, mentions “Louise” as being her hiking
companion.
The narrative chronicles each day’s adventures on
the trails and at the high mountain huts operated by
the Appalachian Mountain Club (AMC) in the White
Mountains of New Hampshire. Elizabeth, who would
have been in her early thirties at the time, appears to
be fit and adventurous, often hiking 10-12 miles daily.
The AMC huts are in spectacular locations and allow
for door-to-door hiking. One of the peaks, Mt
Washington, is the highest peak in the northeastern
USA, known for its treacherous weather, which
Elizabeth experiences. “It was so cold we wore all our clothes & rain trousers & shirt all day…”
“Slept all yesterday p.m. to prepare for moonlight walk up the carriage road to see the sunrise –
annual event. But sun didn’t show itself. Only fog and rain. Arrived 4:30 a.m. all went to
bed…Some adventure.” Another card notes: “Eight of us tramped together all day. They were
Dean Peabody and his party. He was a former club president.” Dean Peabody Jr. was president
of the AMC for three years from 1928-9 and in 1934 and a member of the American Alpine

Club. Scenes on the cards feature the hiking huts that are part of the AMC system (Galehead,
Zealand Falls, Madison, Carter Notch, Lakes of the Clouds, Lonesome Lake, Greeleaf); scenic
views from the trails including waterfalls and ravines; and peaks (Mt. Madison, Mt. Washington,
Mt. Adams, the Royces, Franconia Range, Mt. Lafayette); as well as Conant Lodge at Cold River
Camp. SOLD

11. [INTERIOR DESIGN] The use of painted tapestry as a
decorative element
Painted Tapestry and its Application to Interior Decoration.
Godon, Julien. London: Lechertier, Barbe &
Co., 1879. Translated by B. Bucknall.
Handsomely rebound in half leather with
original titles laid down on cover. Very
good condition.
Painted tapestries were considered a good
substitute for more expensive real
tapestries. They were painted on canvas
made especially for the purpose and with
"liquid" colors. At the time of publication
this was commonly used by architects and
decorators in France "for the adornment of interiors." Contains six plates (five in color) and
numerous figures within the text. Interesting old illustrated ads for artists' supplies at the back.
$95

12. [IRELAND] [HORSE BREEDING] [FOX HUNTING] Two photograph albums of Major Pascoe
William Grenfell Stuart-French family and friends, documenting cricket matches, horse
breeding, fox hunting, and other sporting activities of an upper class family in England and
Ireland, 1901-1928

Two large photograph albums containing more than 400 photographs from a prominent
sporting family in Edwardian and Interwar Britain. Members of the family played cricket and
polo, raised horses, participated in fox hunting and steeplechase events, and visited the estates
of similarly inclined members of their class. Major Pascoe William Grenfell Stuart (1868-1954)
had a career on the stage as a singer and actor before becoming secretary to the governor of
the Windward Islands and from 1896-1901 aide-de-camp to the governor of Queensland.
During World War I, he was a major in the Remounts, a division of the Royal Army Service Corps
that procured horses and mules. He added “French” to his surname in 1917, in order to inherit
his maternal uncle’s estate at Marino. He and his wife Elizabeth had two children: Margaret
Granville Wandooline Stuart (1896-1950) (called Wanda, married name Wilson) and Lt. Col.
Robert Fitzroy Hamilton Pascoe Stuart-French (1903-1983). The family originally lived in
Woolrich, Kent (Westcombe House), later at the French family home in Marino, Cobh, Cork
County, Ireland.

The first album begins with the return of Stuart, with his wife and daughter, from his post in
Australia to England (including stops in Hong Kong; the Philippines; Japan; Esquimault, BC,
Canada) and goes on to document the family’s life and interests. Pascoe Stuart-French played
cricket his entire life, including his years in Australia, in England, and in County Cork, Ireland, for
teams including Na Shulers, MCC (Marylebone Cricket Club), I Zangari, Phoenix and Munster,
which he captained in 1931 at age 62. Several images show large posed groups of men and
women at the Na Shulers matches, in 1902 and 1907. Some of these cricket matches were held
at the estates of aristocracy, including Ballywalter (1902), the home of Lord Dunleath, and
Carmichael House, the Anstruther family home. Affixed to one of the pages is a photograph of
the estate and a set of autographs including those of Sylvia Anstruther; Kathleen HeronMaxwell; [Major General] Harold A. Tagart, and Reginald (Gervase) Alexander 15th Baron
Cobham. The family also apparently bred horses, as there are dozens of images of individual,
named horses, sometimes with family members, and often with notations regarding pedigree,

when sold, and for how much. Some of their horses were polo ponies, while others may have
been bred and trained for cross country events, as Stuart-French, his son, and other family and
friends participated in steeplechase (point to point). Foxhunting was another pastime, and
there are many images of riding to hounds, as well as other hunting or shooting events.
Together the albums offer excellent documentation of the social and leisure activities of the
landed gentry of the period. Contact me for additional images. $1,250

13. [MILITARY] [MEDICAL] Medical/military archive documenting the career of a physician
and lieutenant colonel in the Officer’s Reserve Corps, US Army, 1950s-1960s
Large archive of photographs, correspondence, documents, booklets and maps pertaining to
the Officer’s Reserve Corps of the US Army and the career of Dr. Barnett Weinstein (1907-1984)
including the Korean War era. All very good condition; maps have creases where folded.

Weinstein was born in Peabody, Massachusetts, where he
lived for a most of his life; his medical practice was a
general one, with a specialty in illnesses associated with the
leather industry. In 1952 he joined the Officer’s Reserve
Corps, which supplied the US Army with civilian volunteers
educated in military leadership and tactics. During the
1960s he was colonel and commanding officer of the US
Army 331st General Hospital, Lawrence, MA. He retired in
1965. The hospital provided medical, surgical, dental,
laboratory, pharmacy, meals and other services to Army
personnel. The staff consisted of 13 medical and dental
officers, 12 nurses, two chaplains, six WACs and 103
enlisted men. The hospital participated in annual on the job
medical field trainings at various military properties,
including Fort Drum NY, of which there are numerous photographs.
Photographs
The archive contains 48 loose photographs; 39 are 8x10
images and 9 are other sizes -- four 5x7, one 4.5x6.5, two
4x5, and two panoramas – 4x10 and one 8x14.5. Most
uncaptioned but several have titles in the plates. The
images show men and women military personnel in
formation, in tents and barracks-style buildings, at desk
work, setting up tents, participating in drills, and at leisure.
One panorama is captioned “331st General Hospital ORC
Camp Edwards July 1952” and another is captioned
“331st General Hospital Camp Edwards August
1951.” Several show Weinstein front row center
and another shows him standing in between two
colleagues.
Correspondence, newsletters, booklets and maps
Correspondence includes Weinstein’s certificate of
appointment as a Lieut. Col. In the Officer’s
Reserve Corps 1952. Five letters are related to
Weinstein’s retirement ceremonies, including a
hand-written draft letter addressed to Col. Israel Robert Franks thanking him for the ceremony
and celebration. Additionally, there are five letters with two envelopes, back and forth
correspondence related to a request by Albert J. Cohen, Chief Marshal, Peabody MA “Golden
Jubilee” parade for Weinstein to march in the city’s parade, and Weinstein’s handwritten draft
decline. There is also paperwork and letters related to a field training in July of 1961,

miscellaneous Army mimeographed memos and bulletins, leadership guides, Army regulations
books and two newsletters: “Camp Drum Sentine”l, August 20, 1964, Vol IX, No 11. 8-pages
devoted to summer training at Camp Drum by the 331st and “The Medical” 331st General
Hospital US Army Reserve, July 1961.
Six large maps show the location of military facilities, most dated 1949 and published by the
Army Corps of Engineers or US Army Engineer Intelligence Branch, including Camp Drum
Cantonment and Wheeler-Sack Field; Antwerp New York: Camp Edwards, MA and vicinity;
Deferiet, NY Pine Camp and Vicinity; and Ayer, MA Fort Devens and Vicinity. One 12.5x17
inches, the rest 22x28 inches, and one with four maps 22x28 inches each taped together. $350

14. [MILITARY] [WORLD WAR II] [B-17] Thirteen issues of a World War II B-17 bomb group
memorial association newsletter
Flak News. Ostrom, Allen. 398th
Bomb Group Memorial
Association/8th Air Force/1st Air
Division: 1987-1992. Lot of 13
newsletters. 8x11 inches, 6-8
pages each. All very good
condition.
The 398th was part of the 8th Air
Force 1st Air Division during
WWII and was one of many B-17
Bomb Groups stationed in
England. The 398th was formed
in the United States in 1943 and
was stationed in Nuthampstead, England from April 1944 until June 1945, having deployed
from Rapid City SD. Most of the missions flown by the Group were to Germany – attacking
targets such as factories in Berlin, warehouses in Munich, marshalling yards in Saarbrucken,
shipping facilities in Kiel, oil refineries in Merseburg, and aircraft plants in Munster. The Group
also attacked coastal defenses and enemy troops in France during the Normandy invasion (DDay). Each issue contains narrative about reunions, former officers and enlisted men and their
families, recollections of wartime experiences and missions, many photographs. Includes
articles about the B-17 Flying Fortress. $65

15. [MILITARY] [NAVY] [USS INDIANAPOLIS] Archive of 119 loose photographs taken by a US
Naval officer on the USS Indianapolis in the 1930s
119 loose photographs, 62 are either 4x6 or 3.5x5.5;
five are 5x7 inches; 47 are on 1.25x 5-inch strips with
three photos each; 5 others small. Quite a few with
captions handwritten on the back. Very good
condition.
The photographs were in the collection of Richard H.
Meyer (b. 1935) of Seattle, Washington. Given his
birthdate the photographs were clearly not taken by him; they may have belonged to his father
Robert W. Meyer or another relative, however this is unknown.

What is certain is that the original owner was an
officer serving on the USS Indianapolis in the 1930s
and possibly on the USS Arkansas as well. The
Indianapolis was a Navy cruiser launched in 1931
that served as the flagship for the commander of
Scouting Force One for
eight years. Under
Captain John Smeallie
(several images in the
archive) the ship’s shakedown cruise was to Guantanamo Bay, Cuba
– during which time our original owner was aboard as an officer –
then later through the Canal to California. In 1934 the ship was in
New York City for a naval review by President Roosevelt, and the
archive has several photographs and a luncheon menu
commemorating the event on May 31, 1934. Much later, during
WW2 the Indianapolis was torpedoed by the Japanese Navy and
sank, with the greatest single loss of life in the history of the US
Navy. Two other ships of which there are multiple images include the USS Arkansas (Arky) and
the USS Babbitt, which from 1933-1935 operated with the Scouting Force. An interesting image
shows The USS Florida and the USS Utah from the aft porthole of the USS Arkansas. A group of
images shows different views of an overturned Navy plane that crashed off the side of the ship
at Guantanamo – one with crew members in the water and several showing the plane being
lifted out.
Particularly interesting photos show four buddies at
the Officers Club, Guantanamo Bay, Cuba – including
Charlie Odend’hal and Harry Sears. Charles Joseph
Odend’hal, Jr. (1911-1982) in later life was
commander of the First Carrier Task Force, Pacific,
and was awarded a bronze star for valor for actions
on May 11, 1945 near Okinawa. Sears (b. 1906)
graduated from the Naval Academy in 1928. He
retired as a US Navy Vice Admiral and was
commander of the Southern Pacific Fleet in WW2. Some of the other photos include formally
posed groups of crew members (including one with the caption: “My squad on the Arky”);
officers playing checkers; an airplane being launched from a catapult; Neptune festivities on
crossing the Equator; a diver going overboard to inspect the ship’s hull; a plane being towed by
a boat with the pilot standing on the wing of the plane to balance it; an inspection on board
the USS Arkansas; the ship in heavy weather; the coast of Haiti; one entitled “our 5” guns:
aren’t they nasty?”; and a formation of military (possibly at Annapolis); the Officer’s Club at
Guantanamo, Cuba; and hoisting planes aboard. SOLD

16. [MOUNTAINEERING] Signed mountaineering exploits of the
only climber with first ascents of two peaks over 8000 meters
Summits and Secrets. Diemberger, Kurt. London:
George Allen and Unwin, 1971. Translated by Hugh
Merrick. [First Edition]. Signed by Diemberger on the
title page. Hardcover, 344 pages, in original jacket.
Dust jacket has been mended internally with tape,
small loss of paper, light creases, chipping at edges. Light stain top
of front board. Boards sunned at the edges, binding tight. In a
protective mylar dust jacket; presents well.
Diemberger (b.1932) is an Austrian mountaineer famous for having
made two first ascents on 8000 ft-ers -- Dhaulagiri and Broad
Peak. The book is a collection of accounts of his early
mountaineering in the Alps and Himalayas, including both the above-mentioned peaks. Many
black and white photographic illustrations and maps. $125

17. [MOUNTAINEERING] [POLAR] The Everest and South
Pole feats of the legendary duo George Lowe and Edmund
Hillary, signed
From Everest to the South Pole: A firsthand account of two
epic journeys: The conquest of Everest and Sir Vivian
Fuchs' Trans-Antarctic Expedition. Lowe, George. New
York: St. Martin's Press, 1961. [First American
Edition]. Signed by Lowe’s good friend and climbing
partner Edmund Hillary. Hardcover, with
original dust jacket, 216 pages. Book is
very good; dust jacket is price-clipped with
a chip at top and bottom of spine.
George Lowe was an accomplished mountaineer who was
on the British Everest Expedition and reached the highest
camp, enabling the summiting of Hillary and Tenzing
Norgay. His proficiency as a photographer led to him being selected as the photographer of
Vivian Fuch's Trans-Antarctic Expedition of which Hillary was a member. The expedition
completed the first overland crossing of Antarctica via the South Pole and was the first
expedition to reach the Pole since Scott and Amundsen almost 50 years before. The book is the
story of this expedition and the Everest expedition in which Hillary and Tenzing first achieved
the summit. 35 photographic illustrations in all (both the mountaineering and Antarctic
expeditions), plus six maps and plans, including one of Everest. $125

18. [MOUNTAINEERING] [ EVEREST] Remarkable first-hand story of the first ascent of
Everest’s West Ridge
Everest the West Ridge. Hornbein, Thomas F. San
Francisco: The Sierra Club, 1965. First edition. Brower,
David, ed. Hardcover, 10x13.5 inches, with original dust
jacket, 200 pages. Gorgeous photographic illustrations.
Very good in very good price-clipped jacket with small chip
to back bottom edge of jacket.
With photographs from the 1963 expedition led by Norman
Dyhrenfurth. One of the greatest mountaineering feats
ever. Only a few climbers have succeeded on Everest’s
harrowing West Ridge, but Hornbein and Willi Unsoeld did it
that year. On their way down the South Col route they had
to bivouac with no food or shelter. $60

19. [MOUNTAINEERING] [NORTHWEST] Early
mountaineering on Northwest peaks, especially Mt. Adams
Tales of a Western Mountaineer A record of Mountain
Experiences on the Pacific Coast. Rusk, C. E. Boston:
Houghton Mifflin, 1924. First edition. Hardcover, with
original jacket, 309 pages. Dust jacket is price clipped. Very
good condition and scarce in dust jacket.
The book recounts actual ascents by
one of the pioneer mountaineer
climbers in the Northwest. Mt Adams is
the subject of nine of the 15 chapters;
the others are about Baker, Rainier,
Glacier Peak, Stuart, Hood and Shasta.
In one episode a member of his climbing party breaks an ankle, so one of
the other climbers acts as a human toboggan with her on top (Book Club
of Washington Journal 2019, Vol 19, No. 2). Rusk particularly loved Mt.
Adams, and his writing expresses his joy in mountaineering and nature. $195

20. [MURDER] [CRIME] An 1863 man murders his fiancé so he can wed a better prospect – but
leaves behind telling evidence
Cruel Murder Committed by Robert Johnstone, on the Body of Miss
Jane Henderson, Near Rosevale Village on the banks of the Humber,
a few miles from Hull, on Saturday, 27th June, 1863. Printed for the
Booksellers, 1863. 3.75 x 6 inches, 8 pages (title page, four pages of
text and a two-page poem about the incident). Center pages
detached from outer pages, otherwise very good condition.
Hull is a town in East Yorkshire, England, where the River Hull meets
the Humber estuary. In 1863 a young woman named Jane
Henderson and Robert Johnstone, “the son of a respectable famer”
were romantically involved, and Miss Henderson became pregnant.
Johnstone then became involved with another, more wealthy,
young woman and was afraid if the news came out about Miss
Henderson, it would ruin his chances. So, he lured Miss Henderson
to the Humber River to meet him, slit her throat and threw her body into the river.
Unfortunately for him his note asking her to meet him was found on her body and he
confessed. $135

21. [NAPOLEON] [KING EDWARD VIII] Biography of
Napoleon from the collection of Alexander Hardinge,
personal secretary to King Edward VIII and King George VI
The Life of Napoleon I, Including New Materials from the
British Official Records. Rose, John Holland. London:
G. Bell and Sons, 1910. Set of two, bound in half
leather and marbled boards, matching endpapers.
Elaborate gilt designs on the spine and titles in black
and brown bands. Very good condition, with some
scuffing to leather.
Both volumes have the armorial bookplates of
Alexander Hardinge, 2nd Baron Hardinge of Penshurst,
who was personal secretary and advisor to King Edward VIII during his abdication crisis and,
following that, to King George VI and during World War II. Edward VIII famously abdicated the
throne to marry Wallis Simpson. During the abdication period Hardinge played an important
role as a negotiator between Edward VIII and the British government.
The narrative begins with Napoleon's parentage and early years and continues through St
Helena and his death. Several appendices. Illustrated with many maps and plans, several
foldouts including one of the Battle of Waterloo. $300

22. [NORTHWEST] Illustrated history of the Columbia
River and surrounding area, 1915
The Columbia: America’s Great Highway through the
Cascade Mountains to the Sea. Lancaster, Samuel
Christopher. Portland, OR: author, 1915. First edition.
Hardcover; quarter light brown cloth and beige boards.
31 color plates and other
illustrations, some tipped in. Large
foldout illustrated map. 7x10
inches, 121 pages. Very good
condition. Foldout has some
creases and lightly chipped at the
bottom. Some pages lightly bent at
top right corner.
The author was a consulting engineer for the Columbia River Highway from Portland through
the Cascades in Multnomah County, OR; he took the photographs and also wrote the narrative
by studying diaries and early history, as well as the geology of the area. With six appendices
including the Whitman massacre, Flathead Indians, coinage and mediums of exchange.
Handsomely illustrated. SOLD

23. [NORTHWEST] [OLYMPIC PENINSULA] Signed account
of the history of an early resort in the Elwha Valley on
Washington’s Olympic Peninsula
Memories of Elwha Resort. Alexander, Alice. Port Angeles:
Pen Print, 2017. Signed by Alexander. Second edition.
Softcover book, spiral bound, 80 pages New.
The author is a descendant of an Elwha Valley pioneer
family. The Elwha Resort was started in 1924 – located near
Port Angeles, Washington – by two men. At first the
cabins were rented to construction workers who were
building a bridge across the Elwha. Eventually there was
also a general store and gas station. The buildings on the
property burned in early 2000. With black and white
vintage photographic illustrations and some in color. SOLD

24. [OREGON] [LUMBER] History of an Oregon pioneer lumber
business family
100 Years Young. Holmes, Harrison H. Wilmington, DE: Joseph
W. Small Associates, 1983. Hardcover, 48 pages, with family
genealogical charts at the back. Very good condition.
The Holmes family came West after the Civil War, settling in
Portland, Oregon in 1889. Three Holmes brothers (R. J. Holmes,
Harrison P. Holmes and Roscius H. Holmes) founded the
Western Pine Lumber Company in the early 1900s, located on
the slopes of Mt. Adams in southern Washington state,
northwest of Lyle, Washington. Many vintage black and white
photographic illustrations and facsimile documents. SOLD

25. [OREGON]
[PENDLETON] News and
gossip about goings on
in small-town Oregon in
the late 1800s
The Pendleton Sun.
Hallock, Blaine, ed.
Pendleton, OR: May 15,
May 29 and July 10,
1897. Vols II, Nos. 1, 3
and 9. Weekly
newspaper, four-pages,
5.5 x 7 inches.
Local news and goings
on in Pendleton including gossip, activities of residents and some small local ads. Good
condition – with slight chipping around the edges and light browning. $90
Interesting and amusing reading (lots of misspellings), with history relating to Pendleton.
•
•
•

Poor little Norbert Bollerman died last Thursday evening. He had feaver [sic] up to one
hundred and four.
Polk Smith and Gurne Hays were released for their charge of profanity on the street on
account of their good behavior.
Pendleton has more Indians than any other town I ever saw. They come in from the
agency like bees and hitch their horses in every vacant lot in Pendleton only what are
fenced in. About noon they are thickest for moste [sic] of them bring their lunch.

26. [OREGON STATE UNIVERSITY] 1926 Bulletin from Oregon Agricultural College (now
Oregon State)
Science for Service. Reed, Edwin T., editor. Corvallis, OR: Oregon
Agricultural College, June 1926. Bulletin #419. Softcover, 8x10
inches, 64 pages, excellent condition.
Oregon Agricultural College is now Oregon State University.
Narrative about the school’s focus on applied science, which is
related to a discussion of each of the colleges – agriculture, arts
and sciences, chemistry, forestry, pharmacy and so on. Many
vintage photographic illustrations of campus buildings. $45

27. [RIO DE JANEIRO] Vintage photographs of Rio de Janeiro, Brazil
Album do Rio de Janeiro. 10 Photographs. No. 3. No date given, but looks like 1930s. 7x10 inch
paper covers, string ties. Eight images approximately 6.5x8.5 inches, one panorama 6.5x17 and
one small image on front cover. Each captioned in Portuguese in the plate. Excellent condition.
Images include Praca Marl. Floriano, Pao de Assucar (Sugar Loaf), Vista do Pao de Assucar (view
from Sugar Loaf), Praia Copacabana, and others. $95

28. [SIGNED FICTION} Signed copy of award-winning drama Who’s
Afraid of Virginia Woolf
Who's Afraid of Virginia Woolf. Albee, Edward. Norwalk, CT: Easton
Press, 1990. Signed by Albee. Hardcover, bound in full leather with
elaborate gilt detailing on the cover and spine, four raised bands on
the spine. Pages gilt tipped on the three edges, attached ribbon
bookmark, silk moire endpapers. Fine.
1962 drama that explores the relationship between a
middle-aged married couple; later made into a
famous film with Richard Burton and Elizabeth
Taylor. Decorative title page and small vignette illustrations on the
text pages. $130

29. [SIGNED FICTION] Signed first edition of a Pat Conroy
best seller
The Prince of Tides. Conroy, Pat. Boston: Houghton Mifflin,
1986. Signed by Conroy with a dedication. Very good
condition; former owner’s name also on the title page.
Hardcover, with original jacket, 567 pages. Price ($19.95) on
the dust jacket flap. Full number line. Very good condition.
Conroy’s fifth and most popular book about
a young football player’s difficult family life
in the American South. SOLD

30. [SIGNED FICTION] Garrison Keillor’s famous book, signed
Lake Wobegon Days. Keillor, Garrison. Norwalk, CT: Easton
Press, 2000. With small "Note" flyer and certificate of
authenticity. Signed by Keillor. Hardcover, bound in full leather
with elaborate gilt detailing on the cover and spine, five raised
bands on the spine. Pages gilt tipped on the three edges,
attached ribbon bookmark, silk moire
endpapers. 337 pages. Fine, probably never
read.
Humorous account of life in fictional Lake Wobegon,
Minnesota giving a “history” of the town and relationships
among the inhabitants. Based on material presented on his
radio show A Prairie Home Companion. $225

31. [SILK MANUFACTURING] [CHINA] {JAPAN} History of silk
making in China and Japan
The Story of Silk. Leonard, Donald D. New York:
The Natural History, March 1935. 7x10 inch
softcover, 15 pages. Reprint specially bound for
the International Silk Guild. Well illustrated with
black and white vintage photographic
illustrations. Good condition. SOLD

